
Evolution ("Evo") is an innovative rapid deployment approach specifically designed by TopBloc to meet the
needs of customers who want to launch their Workday solution as soon as possible and are willing to delay
certain customizations to speed up their implementation timeline and improve the affordability of the software. 
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Simplify Your Path to Workday
TopBloc's Evolution deployment model offers an accelerated approach to Workday
implementation. By leveraging pre-packaged configurations, designed based upon TopBloc's
immense deployment experience, clients can go live with Workday in as few as 60 days.

What is TopBloc's Evolution Deployment Model?

TopBloc is uniquely positioned to
offer Evolution deployments due to
our one-of-a-kind tools, such as
SmartLoader and SmartBundles. 

SmartLoader automates data
processes, from extraction to
validation, to reduce historically
manual processes, lessen the
resourcing requirements, and
condense the timeline of Workday
deployments. While SmartBundles
enable clients to replicate TopBloc's
success in deploying Workday for
past customers by leveraging a set
of pre-packaged tenant recipe
configurations that were built on the
basis of our team’s experience
designing best practice setups. 

SmartLoader enables timeline
acceleration, while SmartBundles
enables successful configurations to
be applied again and again.
Together, these tools enable
TopBloc to assist clients in
successfully streamlining their
Workday deployments.

The TopBloc Difference

Evo offers organizations a pathway to realize the value of their
investment in Workday sooner by utilizing pre-packaged
configurations to simplify the complexity of the deployment
process. Rather than tailoring every aspect of their Workday
solution during deployment, clients enrolling in Evo utilize
pre-built solutions that TopBloc has curated, based on our
experience deploying Workday for hundreds of global
customers across a variety of industries, to streamline their
experience. 

After launch, these customers can enroll in TopBloc's post-
production services to enhance and tailor their solution as
they continue their Workday journey. TopBloc's end-to-end
suite of comprehensive services set clients up for success, as
our team of experts can remain involved to continue
operating and optimizing our client's systems after go-live. 

Highlights of the Evolution Approach

Go live on Workday in as few as 60 days
Can be leveraged for both initial implementations and
follow-on Workday enhancements
Methodology applies to all Workday SKUs, from a full
platform deployment to a singular add-on
Pre-packaged solutions ensure deployments adhere to
best-practice tenant configurations while still offering
clients the flexibility to tailor the setup to meet their
unique business requirements
Solution can be further optimized following launch with
the assistance of TopBloc's Help Desk application
management services


